Fischer Classic E & 3000SV Developer Temperature Control Troubleshooting
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This document describes how to troubleshoot the developer control section of a Fischer Classic E & 3000SV.
Refer to the letters shown in red on the drawing above from A through J as you read the instructions below.
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The temperature sensor is a 1000 ohm NTC thermistor attached to terminals 4 & 5 on KB92B12A.
Measure resistance (ohms). The measurement should be around 1000 ohms at normal room
temperature and should drop as temperature rises. Grab the tip of the probe with your hand to
raise the temperature and check to see of the resistance drops. The measurement should be
around 700 ohms at 90 degrees F. If not operating in this manner, replace temperature sensor.
With processor turned ON, measure 110-120VAC at all times between 1 & 2 on TB2.
If no power is noted, trace the wires back until power is located & the disconnect can be repaired.
With processor turned ON, measure 16VAC at all times between 3 & 4 on TB2.
If no power is noted, replace the transformer.
With processor turned ON, measure 16VAC at all times between 1 & 2 on ME85S2.
If no power is noted, check the wire connections, and if OK, replace the transformer.
With processor turned ON and with developer up to the proper level (float in tank is up), measure
a closed circuit.
With processor turned ON and with developer at low level (float in tank is down), measure an open
circuit. The light on the ME85S2 board will flash and the developer heater will not operate.
If not operating properly, it is likely that the ME85S2 board has failed. You may try to change
just the relay on the board. You can also remove the ME85S2 board from the circuit in order to
get the developer heating again by jumpering between positions 5 and 6 on ME85S2.
With processor turned ON, measure 110-120VAC at all times between 1 & 2 on KB92B12A.
If no power is noted, trace the wires back until power is located & the disconnect can be repaired.
With processor ON, turn pot on KB92B12A clockwise all the way. Light L1 on KB92B12A
should be lit and 110-120VAC should be measured at all times between 2 & 3 on KB92B12A.
With processor ON and L1 lit, measure 110-120VAC between 2 on KB92B12A & 6 on ME85S2.
If not operating properly, try the following measurement on I.
With processor ON and L1 lit, measure 110-120VAC between 2 on KB92B12A & 5 on ME85S2.
If measurement on H is not successful, but I is, then replace ME85S2.
If measurement on I is not successful, then replace KB92B12A.
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If all voltage measurements are correct, but no developer heat exists, the developer heater must
be tested. Remove the developer heater leads from 2 on KB92B12A and 6 on ME85S2. Measure
the resistance (ohms) of those developer heater leads. Measurement should be around 58 ohms.
If circuit is open or resistance is significantly different than 58 ohms, replace the developer heater.
With processor ON, turn pot on KB92B12A counter-clockwise all the way. Light 2 on KB92B12A
should be lit and 110-120VAC should be measured at all times between 2 & 5 on TB2. If
measurement is successful, but Developer Ready Light is not lit, replace Developer Ready Light.
Miscellaneous Tips & Notes:
The Classic E and 3000SV were factory set at 94 degrees F.
Pot on KB92B12A raises temperature when turned clockwise and lowers temperature when
turned counter-clockwise.
Check the push on connections to the transformer. Use needle nose pliers to tighten if necessary.
When checking voltage between connections on TB2, check on both the upper and lower
rows of screw terminals. If a fracture is noted between an upper and lower terminal, run a
piece of wire between the upper and lower terminal to correct the problem.
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